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Kaplan-Meier Estimate on the Plane: 
Weak Convergence, LIL, and the Bootstrap* 
DOROTA M. DABROWSKA 
Uniuersity of CaI$ornia, Los Angeles 
Communicawd by the Editors 
We consider estimation of the bivariate survival function F(s, t) under bivariate 
random right censoring. It is shown that the bivariate product integral estimator 
&, r) can be written as fi(s, t)-F(s, f)=F(s, t) &r, t)+$s, t), where b is a 
sum of mean zero iid processes and 3 is a remainder term of order 
@(n-l logn)1/2 (n-’ log log n)‘j8) a.s. Using this representation we establish weak 
convergence of n1’2(& 1) - F(s, 1)) as well as the law of iterated logarithm. Similar 
results are obtained for the bootstrap version of f.  0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Estimation of the survival function in the presence of bivariate censoring 
has focused so far on a procedure proposed by Campbell and Fiildes [9]. 
Their estimator is a product of two univariate Kaplan-Meier estimates 
corresponding to survival functions P( Ti > s) and P( T2 > t 1 Ti > s). Proper- 
ties of this estimator were discussed among others by Campbell [8], 
Campbell and Fiildes [9], Horvath [18], Burke [7], Lo and Wang [23], 
and Horvath and Yandell [ 193. In this paper we consider a product 
integral estimate of the bivariate survival function. This estimator arises by 
considering cumulative hazard functions corresponding to double and 
single failures. The survival function is expressed in terms of these 
cumulative hazard functions and to estimate it we use their sample counter- 
parts. The estimator is a step function; in the absence of censoring 
it reduces to the usual empirical survival function. Similarly to the 
Campbell-Fiildes estimator it need not be a survival function; however, it 
is symmetric and path independent. 
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Formally, let T= (T, , T,) be a pair of nonnegative random variables 
(rv) thought of as survival or failure times of paired subjects. The obser- 
vable rv’s are given by Y = (Y,, Y2) and 6 = (a,, 6,), where 
Yi = min( Ti, Zi) and Ji = Z( Ti = Y,), i = 1, 2. Here 2 = (Z,, Z,) is a pair of 
fixed or random censoring times thought to represent withdrawal times 
from the study due to causes unrelated to the study itself. Throughout it is 
assumed that T and Z are independent which is a sufficient condition to 
ensure identifiability of the joint survival function of T. More precisely, let 
F(s, t) = P( T, > s, T2 > t) and introduce subsurvival functions H&s, t) = 
P( Y, > s, Y, > t), Hlo(s, t) = P( Y, > s, Y, > 1, 6, = l), HOl(S, t) = P( Y, > S, 
Y,>t,6,=1),andH,,(s,t)=P(Y,>s, Y,>t,6,=1,6,=1).Further,let 
&s, t) = In F(s, t) and define sets 
E, = {(s, t): $4(s, t) < 0, &As, f) = #(s, At) = O} 
E2 = {(s, t):&, t)<O, &fs, t)<O, q5(ds, dt)=O} 
E, = {(s, t):& t)<O, q+, dt)<O, g4(ds, dr)=O} 
E4={(~,f):~(~,t)<O,~(ds,dt)>O}, 
where &AS, t) = q5(s, t) - d(s--, t), q&s, At) = #(.s, t) - 4(s, t-), and 
q4(ds,dt)=q5(s, t)-q5(s--, t)--q5(s, t-)+q5(~---, t-). By the right con- 
tinuity and montonicity of F, the set E, corresponds to the support of the 
purely continuous component of In F, while E4 is the support of the purely 
discrete component. Further, E, and E, are supports of components of In F 
that have discontinuities lying along lines orthogonal 
axes. Introduce cumulative hazard functions 
to the coordinate 
and let 
s ~A,,(& u-) &(u-, du)-A,,(& du) 
us, t) = j j 
0 0 {l-n,~(du,v-)}(l-n,,(U--,du)}’ 
The joint survival function F(s, t) can be written now as F(s, t) = 
F(s,O)F(O, t)nf=, Bi(sy t), where 
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Bi(s, t) = exp 
i j.l 
- ’ fz[(u, U)Ez$] L(du, du) , 
1 
i= 1,2, 3 
0 0 




F(s,O)=exp{ -Afob, 0)) n (1 -ff10(~40)~ 
” G s 
where Af,(.r, 0) and A&(0, t) stand for the continuous components of 
Alob, 0) and ~,,(O, t). 
Given an i.i.d. sample Y, = ( Y1,, Y2,J and 6, = (6,, &,,), m = 1, . . . . n 
from the same distribution as Y and 6, introduce empirical subsurvival 
functions G&s, t)=n-‘#{m: Y1,>s, y&n> t>, A,,(& ?)=K’# 
{m: Y,, > s, <2m>t, dfm=l}, Ej,,(s,t)=n-‘#{m: Y1,>s, Yzm>f, 
S,,=l}, and Hll(s,r)=n-‘#{m: Y1,>s, Yzm>t, alm=l, bz,=l}. Let 
.4 1,, /1 ,o, Jo,, and i be the empirical counterparts of A ii, A ,o, A,, , and L. 
Our bivariate Kaplan-Meier estimator is detined by 
&, t) = f(s, 0) P(O, t) l-j [ 1 - Jqdu, Au)], 
cu. 0) <(s. I) 
where &, 0) and 40, f) are the usual Kaplan-Meier estimates 
F(s,O)= I-I {l-&(‘424,0)} 
UGS 
R(O, t) = Jj { 1 - AJO, AU)}. 
uit 
Strong uniform consistency of $ was shown in Dabrowska [12]. In this 
paper we consider weak convergence results. For” z = (zi, r2) such that 
H&T~, r2) >O, it is shown that the process F(s, t) -F(s, t), (s, t)~ 
[0, r,] x [0,22] can be written as P((s, t) - F(s, t) = F(s, t) B(s, t) + S(s, t), 
where &s, t) is a leading term and s(s, t) is a remainder term. Results of 
Stute [29] on local increments of multivariate empirical processes are used 
to show that the remainder term s(.r, t) is of order O(b,) a.s., where b, = 
(n-l log n)1’2 (n-i log log n) ‘~3 The leading term F(s, t) &s, t) is a sum of .
i.i.d. mean zero processes depending in a smooth way on the empirical 
processes fiii(s, t) - Hii(s, t). Weak convergence of n”‘F(s, t)8(s, t) follows 
from analogous results for the processes n”*(&&s, t) - H&s, t)). Further- 
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more, the law of iterated logarithm for empirical cdfs implies also a LIL 
type result for p(s, t). Similar results are established for the bootstrap 
bivariate Kaplan-Meier estimate. 
In the usual univariate case, the asymptotic properties of the 
Kaplan-Meier estimate were studied by many authors. Weak convergence 
was established by Breslow and Crowley [4], Aalen [l], and Gill 
[ 15, 173, LIL type results were developed by Lo and Singh [22], Fbldes 
and Rejto [30], Csiirgo and Horvith [ll], and Burke et al. [S]. 
Consistency of the bootstrap version of the Kaplan-Meier estimate was 
shown by Lo and Singh [22] and Horvath and Yandell [ZO]. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we give a decomposition of i(s, t) -L(s, t) and 
&, t) - F(s, t) as a sum of mean zero i.i.d. processes and a remainder term. 
When standardized by n , ‘/’ the leading terms are shown to converge 
weakly to a mean zero Gaussian process. Throughout it is assumed that 
the underlying distributions are continuous. 
Let r = (z,, z2) be a point such that H&r,, z2) > 0. Further for i, j = 0, 1 
and m = 1, . . . . n set p&s, t) = G&s, t) - H&, t). From Neuhaus [24], 
Straf [27], and Bickel and Wichura [3] we find that the process 
n”‘fi(s t) = n1’2( @‘,,(s, t), @,,(s, t), l@,,l(s, t), @‘,Js, t)) is tight and con- 
verges weakly in D[ [0, r i ] x [0, r2]]” to a mean zero Gaussian process 
W(s, t) = ( W,,(s, t), W&s, t), W,,i(s, t), W&s, t)) with covariance 
structure 
cov( wj(s, t), Wk,,(S’, 0) 
=Hivlc,jvI (s v s’, t v t’) - HJs, t) H&‘, t’), (2.1) 
where s v s’ = max(s, s’), i, j, k, I= 0, 1. 
Consider the processes L(s, t) - L(s, t) and f(s, t) - F(s, t). Integration 
by parts and lengthy-algebraic manipulation_s show that i(s, t) - L(s, t) = 
A@, t) + R(s, t) and F(s, t) - F(s, t) = F(s, t)B(s, t) + S(s, t), where fi and ,!? 
are remainder terms while a(,, t) = x2=, A&, r), B(s, t) = CL!=, A,Js, t) 
and the terms a,(~, t) are given by 
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Here D,(u--, u-) = H&U-, u-) - H,,(du, u-), Dz(u--, u-) = 
H&u-, u-)-I-I,,(u-, Au), and D(u-, u-)=D,(u-, V-)D,(u-, u-). 
The remainder terms i? and 3 are given in the next section. Roughly 
speaking their behaviour depends on the oscillation moduli of the empirical 
processes wii(.s, t), i, j = 0, 1. The following result will be shown in 
Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let T=(T,,T~) be u point such that H,(T,,T,)>~ 
and let b, = (n-’ log n)“* (n-’ log log n)“s. Then the terms &(s, t) and 
s(s, t) are of order O(b,) U.S. uniformly in (s, t) E [0, z,] x [0, ~~1. 
We consider now the leading terms a(.s, t) and F(s, t)&s, t). Some 
elementary manipulations show that each of the terms a,(,, t), k = 1, . . ..*lO 
is a smooth (i.e., Hadamard differentiable) function of the processes W,. 
Therefore n’f*d(s, t) and n’/*F(s, t)&s, t) converge weakly to A(s, t) and 
F(‘(s, t)B(s, t), where A(s, t) = Ci= I A&, t), B(s, t) = CL’= 1 A&, t), and the 
terms A&, t) are defined by replacing processes nl’*lYij by W, in the 
definition of ~,Js, t), k= I, . . . . 10. The covariance structure of the 
limiting process can be obtained by application of (2.1) and lengthy 
algebra. Further, by the law of iterated logarithm for the multivariate 
empirical processes, there exist constants C,, i, j= 0, 1 such that 
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lim sup parts y~eid~ (n’og log n, 
l/2 sup1 I@,@, t)l 6 C, as. Hence, integration by 
lim sup (n/log log n)‘12 sup(A(s, t)l <C, as. 
n-m 
lim sup (n/log log n)“* suplF(s, t)B(s, t)l d C, as. 
“-+a, 
for some C1 and C2, where the suprema are taken over the rectangle 
[0, zl] x [0, r2]. Combining with Proposition 2.1, we have 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let z= (T,, TV) be Q point such that H&r,, z2) >O. 
(i) The processes n’12(L(s, t) - L(s, t)) and n”‘(&s, t) - F(s, t)) converge 
weakly in D[O, zI] x [0, z2] to mean zero Gaussian processes A(s, t) 
and F(s, t)B(s, t), respectiuely, where A(s, t) = CE= 1 A,(s, t), B(s, t) = 
CL”=, A,(s, t), and the terms A, are defined by replacing @ii with W, in ak, 
k = 1, . . . . 10. (ii) Furthermore, li(s, t) - L(s, t)l = O((n-’ log log n)“2) as. 
and lfi(s, t) - F(s, t)l = O((n-’ log log n)lf2) U.S. uniformly in (s, t) E [0, rl] 
x co, 721. 
The covariance structure of &, t) is too complicated to be presented 
here. To estimate the standard error of&s, t) or to construct a confidence 
set for F(s, t) we turn to Efron’s [13, 141 bootstrap. 
Let (Y&, Y$, SY,, &&h p = 1, . . . . q be a random sample with replacement 
from ((YLm, Y2,,d1,, ~3,~): m=l, . . . . n}. Set Z?&=q-*#{p: Yf,> 
sY,*,>t}, A&(s,t)=q-‘#{p: Y$,>s, Y,*,>t, S&=1}, &(s,t)=q-‘# 
(p: Y$, > s, YZ:, > t, S$ = 1 }, and @,(s, t) = q-l # {p: Y$ > s, Y& > t, 
S$, = 1, 8% = 11. Let t* and E* be the bootstrap counterparts of i and & 
Further, for i, j= 0, 1 set I@& t) = @(s, t) - fiij(s, t). Consider the 
processes t*(s, t)-L(s, t) and E*(s, t) -&, t). We can write these 
processes as i*(s, t) - i(s, t) = A*@, t) + R*(s, t) and E*(s, t) - p(s, t) = 
F(s, z)B*(s, t) + S*(s, t), where R* and S* are remainder terms while 
A*(s, t) =x2= 1 At@, t), B*(s, t) = CL: i At(s, t) and the terms Af(s, t) 
are defined by replacing the processes I@@ by W$ and H, by A, in A,(s, t). 
To show weak convergence of q’j2A*(s, t) and q112F(s, t)B*(s, t) note 
that these processes are smooth (Hadamard differentiable) functionals of 
q1’26’z(s, t). By Theorem 4.3 in Gaenssler [ 161, for i, j= 0, 1 we can define 
a sequence of Gaussian processes W$(s, t) such that 1q112@$(s, t) - 
Wz(s, t)l = o,,(l) uniformly in (s, t) as min(n, q) --t o. The processes 
W$(s, t) have covariance structure given by the right-hand side of (2.1). It 
follows now from the Hadamard differentiability of q1:2A*(s, t) and 
q1j2F(s, t)B*(s, t) and some algebra that qli2A*(s, t) and q1j2F(s, t)B*(s, t) 
are asymptotically mean zero Gaussian with the same covariance structure 
as the processes A(s, t) and Ffs, t)B(s, t) in Corollary 2.1. Furthermore, 
683/29/2-I 1
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applying a decomposition of the terms R*(s, t) and S*(s, t) analogous to 
that of the terms R(s, t) and S(s, t) in Section 3, tightness of the processes 
qL’z@~(s, t) and consistency of ?&‘z(s, t) implies R*(s, l)=o,(l) and 
S*(s, t) = op(l) uniformly in (s, t) E [O, r,] x [0, rZ]. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let r=(~,,r*) be apointsuch that H,(~,,r,)>Oand 
fet min(q, n) -+ co. Then q’/‘(L*(s, t) - L(s, t)) and q”*($*(s, t) - fi(.s, t)) 
converge weakly in D[O, z] x [0, ~~1 to mean zero Gaussian processes A(s, t) 
and, respectively, F(s, t)B(s, t), where A(s, t) and B(s, t) are defined as in 
Corollary 2.1. 
We conclude this section with a few comments. 
First, the results can be generalized to allow distributions with discrete 
components. The results of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 remain valid and in 
proving them one can use arguments of Section 3 though distributions with 
discontinuities have to be replaced by continuous type distributions. This 
can be achieved by spreading the jumps of the underlying distributions 
uniformly over small intervals inserted at each jump point. See van Zuijlen 
[28] for the discussion of the technique involved. 
Further, the results can be easily extended to the general d-dimensional 
product integral estimates, d> 3. As pointed out in Dabrowska [12], the 
construction of these estimates is inductive and amounts to considering 
2d - 1 cumulative hazard functions corresponding to the instantaneous 
risks of all possible “q-tuple failures,” q = 1, . . . . d. The resulting estimator is 
a product of multivariate Kaplan-Meier estimates of all joint marginal sur- 
vival functions of dimensions strictly lower than d, times a term depending 
on estimates of the 2*- 1 cumulative hazards. Similarly to the bivariate 
case, the processes p((t, . . . . td) - F(t,, . . . . td) can be decomposed into a 
leading term depending smoothly on the subsurvival functions of the obser- 
vable data and a remainder term. Induction and arguments similar to those 
in Section 3 show that the remainder term is of order 0((n-’ log ?~)l’~ 
(n-’ log log n)““)), where c( = 2d+ ‘. 
For’ the usual univariate Kaplan-Meier estimate and the Campbell- 
Foldes [9] multivariate product limit estimate results similar to ours were 
developed by Burke et al. [S, 61, Csorgii ef al. [ 10 J, Lo and Singh [22], 
Lo and Wang [23 J, and Ruymgaart [25]. Ln particular, it follows from the 
results of Burke et al. and Csorgii et al. that the univariate Kaplan-Meier 
estimator is a sum of i.i.d. processes and a remainder term of order 
O(n-' log n). The same remains valid for the multivariate Cambell-Fiildes 
estimator. Note that the remainder terms are of the same order for both 
univariate and multivariate estimators. This seems to be natural since 
essentially the Campbell-Fiildes estimator is a product of univariate 
Kaplan-Meier estimators and the behaviour of the remainder terms 
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depends on deviations of multivariate empiricals over regions homeo- 
morphic to bounded intervals on the line. This is in contrast to our case 
where the remainder terms involve oscillation moduli of multivariate 
empiricals over bounded rectangles in Rd and the corresponding 
probability bounds depend on the dimension d. 
The results of Proposition 2.1 and 2.2 could be improved; for instance, 
an examination of the proofs of Section 3 shows that we have 
P(supl&s, t)l > C,b,) ,< C,np3’* 
P(sup($s, 1)1 > C,b,) < C,ne3”, 
where the suprema extend over [0, z,] x [0, t2], H&t, - , z2 - ) > 0 and 
C , , . . . . C4 are some constants. We did not determine the values of these 
constants. The rate of the Gaussian approximation of the processes 
n”*(i-L) and n”*(f-F) could be further studied using strong 
approximation techniques in a fashion similar to Burke et al. [5] and 
Burke [7]. 
3. REMAINDER TERMS 
In this section we prove Propositions 2.1 and 2.3. The proof uses results 
of Stute [31,29] on local increments of univariate and multivariate 
empirical cdf’s. The lemma below follows from application of Bernstein’s 
inequality in Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.4 in Stute [29]. See also dis- 
cussion on p. 366 of [29]. Define H,,(s) = P( Y, > s), H,,(s) = P( Y, > s), 
H,,,(s) = P( Y1 > s, 6, = l), H,,,(s) = P( Y, > s, 6, = l), Hloi(s) = P( Yi > s, 
82= l), Hz01 6) = P( y2 > s, b2= 11, H,,,(s)=fYY,>s, 616, = l), 
H2i1(s) = P( Y2 >s, 6, 6, = 1). The following lemma will be useful in the 
sequel. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let s1 <s2 and tl < tZ satisfy H&s,)- HIti w a, and 
HZ&I) - H2&2) - a,, for some a,, > 0. If 2 Q nz and ca, > z for some finite 
c > 0, then 
< const x exp{ -nzZ/[2a,(l + c)] > 
P( sup ) IV&, t) - IQ&, t,)l > z) 
,I 6 I < I* 
OGSCT, 
G const x exp{ -nz*/[2a,( 1 + c)]} 
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P( sup ) vv&, t) - Iv&, t I)\ > 2) 
r,ir<rz 
< const x exp{ -nz2/[2a,(l + c)]}. 
We turn now to the remainder term ff(s, t). Let D,(u-, u-)= 
H,(u-, o-)-H&u, o-), DJU--, u-)=f&(u-, o-)-&,(24-, Au), 
D(u-, U-)=D1(u--, II-)D,(u-, u-). Note that if the underlying cdf’s 
are continuous, D1(u-,u-)=D2(~-,~--)=H(~--, u-). Further, let fil, 
fi2, and fi be the empirical counterparts of D,, D2, and D. Then &s, t) = 
C:‘=, R,(s, r 1, where 
s 4&,,(u-,u-)(D(u--,v-)-@U-J+-)) - &h f) = j. j. D(u-,u-)D(u-,u-) Hll(k du) 
s M,(u-,u-)(D(u-,u-)-~(u-,v-))2fi,,(du,du) 
&h f) = I, I, D*(u-,u-)D*(u--,u-) 
s tH,(u-,u-)(&(u--,u-)-D&+u-)) 
&b> I) = j. j. D*(u-,u-) 
x(D,(u-,u-)-&(u-,u-))H,,(du,du) 
3 QZ,(u-,u-)(D,(u-,u-)-~,(u-,u-))@'l,,(du,dv) 
&(s, t) = j. j. D(u-,u-)D,(u-,u-) 
s 'H,(u-,u-)(D,(u-,u-)-6,(u-,u-))~#dv) 
&(S? t)= j. j. D(u-,u-)D2(u-,u-) 
s ~(D(u-,u-)-~(u-,~-))~A,~(du,u-)~ol(u-,~U) &(s, t) = s, s, D2(u-,u-)D(u-,u-) 
s r(D(u-,u-)-fi(u-,u-))~,,(du,u-)&,,(u-$0) 
&(SY t) = j. j. D'(u-,u-) 
s f(D(u-,u-)-@u-,u-))&,,(du,u-)H,,(du,u-) 
fi& t)= j. j. D*(u-,u-) 
Qs, r)= j; j; ‘~ly-$--~~)-~ u- )) 
x(D&-,u-)&(u-,u-))H&u,u-)&(u-,du) 
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LEMMA 3.2. The terms &s, t), k = 2, 3, 4, 8, 11 are of order 
O(n-’ log log n) as. uniformly in (s, t) E [0, 21] x [0, zz]. 
This follows immediately from the law of iterated logarithm. 
LEMMA 3.3. The terms &(s, t), k = 1, 5, 6 are of order O(b,) as. 
uniformly in (s, t) E [0, 2,] x [0, rz]. 
Proof: Consider the term ff,(s, t). Let 0 = u0 < u1 < . . . < uUhl = z, and 
o=u,<u,< ... < U,I = 52 be points such that H,,(u,) - H,&u~+ 1) N a, 
and H,,( vi) - H,,( uj + 1 ) N a,. We have 
- bvoo(ui-, u-)+ F&&-, vi-) 
D(u,-, u-) D(“i, uj) 
@‘ddu, du) 
= I + II + III + IV. 
We have 
IV < const x a;*O(n-‘/*(log log n)“*) 
xmax I@~l(~i+l~~j+l i,i I- ell(“i9 uj+l)- pll(“i+l, uj)+ Gll(“i, uj)l. 
Since 
Hll(“i+19 Uj+l)-Hll(ui+19 “j)-H,,(Uj, Uj+l)+H,,(l4i, Vi) 
~HOO(ui+19 Uj+l)--H 00 U1+I,“j)--Hoo(ui,Uj+,)+H,(ui,Uj)~a,, ( 
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Bernstein’s inequality implies that 
p(I~~‘ll(“i+l~ uj+l)- q11(“i3 uj+l)- q’ll(“i+l, uj)+ qll(“iv Dj)l >z) 
<2exp{ -nz2/[2(a,+z)])~2exp(-nz2/[2(c+ l)a,]} 
provided z< ca,. It follows now that if c = 1, a,, - (log log n/n)“” and 
z=(8) ‘I2 b then IV = O(b,) as. 
Further,” 
+ 5’ 2’ li”” j “/+I Fvc&4i-, uj-){D(ui-, uj-)-D(uj-, u-,} 
i=Oj=fJ ud 9 
D(Ui-3 Uj-)D(Ui-3 U-) 
x Fv,,(du, du) 
6 const x max sup Al&&-, v-)- &&i-, vi-))\ 
i,j U,<VGU,+l 
+ const x O(n-1’2(log log n)‘12) a,HG4(r, -, t2 - ). (3.1) 
Bonferroni inequality and Lemma 3.1 applied with c = 1, a, = 
(n-l log log n)“4 and ~=(8)‘/~b, entails P(maxi,j~~puj~,JGv,+, I@‘,,,,(u~---, 
u-)- &&-, uj-)l >z)<corut x (n/loglogn)“* K2. The Borel- 
Cantelli theorem implies therefore that the first term of (3.1) is of order 
O(b,) a.s. The second term is of order O((n-’ log log EZ)~‘~) a.s. It follows 
that III = O(b,) a.s. Similar argument yields II = O(b,) as. Finally, 
I ~ i1 5' I""'s"+' 
( 
{l&&4-, u-)- @&-, uj-) 
- &&.-, u) > 
i=l)j=lJ W 9 D(u-, u-) 
+ GCJO("j-* uj-)} ~~I(& d") 
D(u-, u-) 
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( 
lPo&j-, u-){D(u,-, u-) 
u1+1 
s s 
u,+ 1 -D(u-, u-)> cir,,(du, du) > 
u, v, D(u-, u-)D(q-, v-) 
+ s 5 ,““I ,“,+* 
&)&di -, II/ - )(D(Ui -) v, - ) 
-D(u-, u-)) F&,(du, du) > 
i=Oj=O W “I D(u-, u-)D(u, -) uj-) 
6 const x max 
i, i 
sup @$&-,v-)- @)&4-, v,-) 
u,<UGU,+l 
V,<V<V,+l 
- &&4i-, u-)+ @‘&4i-, vj- 1 
+constxH,(r,-,r,-)-40((n-110glogn)L~2)a,. 
Bonferroni inequality and Lemma 3.1 applied with c = 1, 
(n-’ log log n)‘14, z = (8)“’ b, entails 
P(max sup 
i, j 
@o&4-, v-)- &&4-, U/-) 
u,<u<u,+1 
u,=zu<u,+l 
- tt,(u,-, u-)+ ti’r&i-, u,-)I >2) 
d const x (n log log n)i/* n -2. 
(3.2) 
a, = 
By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, the first term of (3.2) is of order O(b,) a.s. 
The second term of (3.2) is of order U((n-’ log fog n)““) as. It follows that 
Z= O(b,) a.s. The terms Z&(s, t) and &(s, t) can be treated in a similar 
fashion. 
LEMMA 3.4. The term i?,(s, t) is of order O(b,) a.s. un$ormIy in 
ts> t) E [o, 7,l x [o, 721. 
Proof: Integration by parts yields 
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Arguing in a fashion similar to Lemma 3.2, it can be verified that 
IV = O(b,) as. Consider the term 1. Let 0 = u,, < vi < ..s < U,,I = z2 be 
points such that H,,(uj) - H200(uj+ i) N a,. Then 
,,q+J{ -1; ‘-) _ 1; ‘,’ 
j=O "J 
"D s(s;-) "b ;;u;.,'] bvo,(s, L)( 
-' 
+ ai 
lPIO(S, uj - ) 
j=O D(s, uj-) 








+ a; /1 “I+! FPiO(S, uj-){H&( s, uj-)-H&(S, U-)> @o,(S, h) 
j=O 9 D(s,u-)D(s,uj-) 
ui’ 
+c 
tilO(S, uj - ) 
j=O D(s, uj-) 
{ @Ol(s3 u-)- ~ll~(s~ uj+ I)} 
< const x max “P I plO(s, u- ) - q,O(s, uj - 1 
J u,<u<u,+l 
OGSST, 
+ const x O( (n ~ i log log n) l/*) am 
+ const x a;‘O((n-’ log log n)‘/*) 
x max SUP I fio,(% uj) - @o,(s, uj+ ,)I 
i OS.F<I 
= I, + I, + I,. 
Consider the first term of this bound. Bonferroni inequality and Lemma 3.1 
applied with c = 1, a, = (n-l log log n)i/* and z = (8)“’ nP314(log n)1’2 
(log log n) ‘I4 entails 
P(max sup lfiirlO(s, U-)- @1O(S, uj-)I >z) 
i v,<v<v,+, 
O<S<T, 
< const(n/log log n)‘/’ nW2. 
Therefore I, = O(~~/~(log n)‘j2 (log log n)‘j4) a.s. Further with a, = 
(n-‘loglogn) ) ‘I2 I2 = O((n-’ log log n)) a.s. Finally, applying Bonferroni 
inequality and Lemma 3.1 once more, we obtain I, = O(n-3’4(log n)“’ 
(log log n)““) a.s. It follows now that I= O(n-3’4(log n)l12 (log log n)‘14) 
a.s. The term II can be handed analogously. 
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It remains to consider the term III. Let 0 = u,, < U, < ... < U,~I = tl and 
o<u,<u, < . . . < U~;I = t be points such that H,,(ui) - H,oo (ui+ I) N a, 
and H,,( ui) - H,,( ui + 1 ) N a,. Then 
III< 5’ 5 1 j’” jV” { & It.- ) - 
I-P (u- u-) ci/,,(u,-,u-) 
i=Oj=O W 9 7 
D2(u, -, u) 
- 
@lO(“-~ uj-)+ @irlO(“i--, uj-) 
D2(u-, vi-) D2(u,-, vi-) 1 
x w~l(u-, du)D(du, u) 
x W,,(u-, du)D(du, u) 
- 
%+I u/+1 hvI1&--, uj-) bv,o(ui-, vi-) 1 s i WUj D2(u-, uj-) - D2(u,-, u,-) I 
X 
I 
“+I { ~lJIC”-~ uj+l)- m131(“i-9 uj+ I)} D(du, uj+ 1) 
4 
+ :’ ;’ I 
@ld”i - 7 uj - ) 
i=O j=O D2(ui-, vi-) 
X 
I 
&+’ { bQ4-, vi)- Fv&di-, Uj)} D(dz4, Vi) 
u, 
+ 5’ :’ I 
bP&4i -, uj - ) 
i=O j=O D2&--, vi-) W+I 
X s I ?+’ {I@&-, u)- W&-, u,) 
u1 “I 
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+ “5 5 I 
~lO(“i-~uj+~-) ~ll~(“j-~uj+I-) 
j=,j=o D2(z$--, vi-) 
x {W”i+17 uj+l )-D(uiT uj+l)} ( 
-I -I 
+ ui $ 
filo(Ui-, Uj-) F@~l(Ui-* Uj-) 
i=l j=O D2(Ui--, Uj-) 
x {D(ui+ 19 vj)-D(ui2 uj)} 
+5 $‘I 
w,O(“i, -9 uJ - ) 
i= 1 j=O D2(Uf-, Uj-) 
+ Oi' $' I  




X J J “‘+I Pv& -, u) - lP&i -, Uj) D(du, du) 4 c, 
= 2 I&. 
k=l 
Let a, w  (n ~ r log log n)‘j4. P roceeding similarly to Lemma 3.2 it can be 
shown that the terms IIlk, k = 1,2, 3 are of order O(b,) as. Further 
111,dc0nstxa~‘0((n-’ loglogn)1’2)maxi,jsupU,~UGU,+, IIQol(u, uj+r)- 
I$‘e,(u,., uj+ l)l. Bonferroni inequality and Lemma 3.1 applied with 
a, = (n-’ log log n)“4 and z = (8)‘j2 b, entails 
P(max sup ( @O,(% uj+ I)- q~j(“j9 Uj+ I)\ > z, 
i. j  u,<usu,+1 
SS const x (n/log log n)“’ K2. 
The Borel-Cantelli theorem entails III, = O(b,) a.s. Similarly, III,, k = 
5,6,9, 10 are of order O(b,). Further III7 < const x a;‘O(n-’ log log n) = 
O((n-’ log log n)3’4)) a.s. and analogously III, = O((n-’ log log n)3’4) as. 
for k=8, 11. 
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LEMMA 3.5. The terms R,(s, t) and R,,(s, t) are of order O(b,) a.s. 
Proof We have D(u-, u-)--&u--, a--)= {D,(u--,u-)-fil(u--, 
u-,} D,(u-, u-) + B,(u-, u-)(&(24-, u-) - L&(24-, u-)} = 
-D,(u-, u-){ P&&d-, u-)- bP&-, u-) + hv&, u-)} -IQ--, 
u-){ l&‘&u-, u-)- tiO,(u-, u-)+ I@,,,(#-, u)}. The result follows then 
by an argument similar to term III in Lemma 3.4. 
It remains to consider the univariate Aalen-Nelson estimators Allo and 
/I,,. We have /Ilo -.4,,,(s) = CE=, Ak(s) + ff,,(s) and i&,,(t) - /lo,(t) = 
CiE 9 Ak( t) + 8,,(t), where j,,,(s) and &r(t) are remainder terms. From 
results of Burke et al [S, 63 and CsSrgG et al. [lo] it follows that the 
remainder terms are of order O(n - ’ log n) a.s. 
We proceed to consider &s, t). A two-term Taylor expansion yields 
&s, t) - F(s, t) = -F(s, t)&s, t) + s(s, t), where 
S(s, t)= [F(s, t)-exp{ -A1O(~)-Ao,(t)-i(~, t)}] 
-m t)&(s) +&1(t) + &, t,> 
+ m t12 {~*,,(~) +&1(t) + a, t) - ~I&) 
-&(t) - W, t)j2/2 exp{ -G t)> 
= S,(s, t) + S,(s, t) + S,(s, t). (3.3) 
Here 2 is a random function assuming values between Al0 + A,,, + L and 
/i ,0 + .4,, + L. By Lemmas 3.2-3.5, we have s,(s, t) = O(b,) a.s. Further, by 
the law of iterated logarithm for processes Jr,,, A,,, and i, &(s, t) = 
O(n-’ log log n) a.s. It remains therefore to consider the term s,(s, t). 
LEMMA 3.6. The term 3, satisfies l?,(s, t)= O(n-‘) a..~. uniformly in 
(s, f)E co, 211 x [O, T21. 
Proof: By the elementary inequality Ilog( 1 - l/(x + 1)) + l/(x + l)[ < 
l/(x(x+ I)} for x>O or x< -1, we have 
IS,(s, t)l < llog &, t) + &o(s) + &l(t) + Qs, t)l 
+ u;t log(l - &lW) + &1(t) 
+ 1 log( 1 - Qdu, du)) + Qs, t) 
(U.U)<(S,I) 
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+ c P(Llu, Au){ 1 - L(Llu, /Iv)} -l 
(KU)< (r1,rz) 
= O(C’) a.s. 
since the jumps of fi,,(du, 0), fiO,(O, do), I?,,(& Au), I?,,(& o-), and ,. 
H,,(u-, Au) are of size l/n almost surely. 
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